September 1, 2019

A Letter from Our President
Hi all, and welcome to the second edition of
The Tora.

obedience, barn hunt, fast cat, nose work, and
the list goes on. You can also help with meet
the breed activities in your area. The club has
materials to help you successfully participate
in a meet the breeds.

There are so many great things happening for
the Kai breed. It is great to see so many new
Kai owners getting their dogs involved in dog
related activities. Not only does this
strengthen the bond between dog and owner
but is also shows everyone how versatile the
Kai breed is. I encourage everyone to get out
and try some type of sport/activity with their
Kai. Open shows are a great opportunity to not
only educate the public, but to also educate
future judges. I know the thought of showing
in an AKC show can sound scary, but you will
find the atmosphere more relaxed than you
think. Open shows are groups of people with
rare breed dogs all getting together and having
some fun. I would suggest attending an open
show as a spectator just to see how things are
done. If the conformation ring is not your
things, there is an endless list of other sports
that the kai performs well in. Agility,

Keep an eye out on the Facebook page and
website for announcements. We are in the
final stages of setting up a partnership
program through embark that will offer
discounted test for Kai owners as well as give
us a central location for reporting health issues
in the breed. We are very excited about this
and the health committee is close to finalizing
it.
We want to emphasize the club is not only for
Kai owners and breeders. Even future Kai
owners are welcome to join. We are keeping
membership free and right now new members
get an awesome embroidered patch.
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-Stacey Pestel

KaiCAN!
needed to have free communication between
dog and handler to solve the tracking puzzle
together.

Blood Tracking with Kai Ken
By Chrystal Cleary

From late September through October is the
first archery season, the earliest and longest of
the deer hunting seasons, and there is no snow
on the ground yet in Vermont. While a hunter
waits for the best shot to present itself,
ensuring a decisive kill, things don’t always go
as planned: the movable blades of the
arrowhead can fail to deploy properly, the shot
is too far back and impacts the gut instead of a
clean shot to the heart/lungs, or the wounded
deer is pressured and won’t bed down. The
hunter loses the deer they assumed total
responsibility for when choosing to shoot.
When the hunter can’t find their wounded or
dead deer, a tracking dog gets the call.

Though it is called ”Blood Tracking,” a dog will
track the combined “scent cocktail” of blood,
the deer’s individual scent from the glands
between its toes, other bodily fluids puffed
from the arrow wound with each breath and
stride, and the endocrine scents from the
body’s physical response to fear and trauma.
The dog must know to track not just the
ground but the scent on the air, and blood and
fluids that are left higher up as it brushes
leaves and trees.

Kai dog Juno (Yamabushi no Momiji Juno
CGCA) is trained and
licensed to track
wounded large game
in her home state of
Vermont. She and her
owner Chrystal Cleary
trained with a tracking
mentor, Tim Nichols of
VT/NY Leashed
Tracking Dog Service
and United Blood
Trackers (the National Blood Tracking Club),
and passed the licensing test for leashed
tracking dogs in Vermont.

The human handler may see confirming spots
of blood from time to time as she follows her
dog, but trust is important. If there was enough
blood for a human to follow, the hunter would
not have called. You have
to really learn to know your
dog, and what she looks
like when ‘on track’ and
when she is not sure, and to
be able to keep the
communication with the
dog open so she can tell
you when knows better
than you. Chrystal has
learned to even tell when
bird-crazy Juno is on the target deer track and
when she has ditched a ‘cold’ deer track for a
‘hotter’ turkey crossing.

Chrystal and Juno took public tracking calls for
one season and learned a great deal about
deer, hunting, a dog’s ability and the bond

Training for blood tracking began when Juno
was a bit old to start- some dogs begin as pups
at the breeder’s working short leg drags or
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liver drags through fields where their interest
and abilities are gauged and drive built uponbut Juno’s interest in game was very high and
mentor Tracker Tim said 4 years old was not
too old to give her a shot. Tim gave Chrystal
two fresh deer hides and a half gallon of deer
blood recovered during previous tracking calls
of his own.

Juno led them quickly out of the cornfield and
across a road, toward a creek between two
ridges. Not completely sure, Chrystal stopped
her and told the hunter - “She says it’s in
there” and the hunter went ahead the way
Juno had been leading. In 30 yards he found
his wounded deer bedded down and was able
to put the finishing shot into it. Juno’s work on
a 20 hour old track that had been rained on
was impressive!

Chrystal laid tracks with a small cup of
defrosted blood and a paintbrush, flicking
drops of blood several yards apart first on a
straight line to the deer skin, and gradually
laying longer training tracks for Juno with
turns and across creeks and roads. Always at
the end lies the hide, which Juno tugs and
tears as a reward.

Sometimes you don’t find the deer, but can
confirm that it was strong enough and clotted
up enough to survive, which can also bring a
hunter comfort, knowing the deer was not
wasted. Juno had several of those tracks.
Chrys and Juno were called to meet a hunter at
the hit site in an orchard one afternoon, where
the hunter explained his position in his tree
stand and that of the deer and had half the
broke arrow to show Juno. He walked us to the
last blood he was able to find that morning,
marked with an old can. After some circling to
get past the hunter tracking scent all over in
his own earlier grid search for the next blood,
Juno led us upward through the woods with
Chrys and the hunter scanning the ground for
small drops, which felt good to find- Juno was
truly on track!

When deer season arrived, and Chrys and Juno
were listed on the Department of Fish and
Wildlife’s list of Licensed Tracking Dogs, the
phone began to ring and they would see if
Juno could do it for real, in an unfamiliar
forest, with strange hunters along, when it
counted.
Notwithstanding Chrystal’s learning curve in
hunter triage of phonecalls, Juno did a great
job and under a variety of tracking conditions.
One hunter shot a deer in the evening just
before dinner, but lost the track after a gravel
pit and up into a cornfield. He and his buddies
had grid searched the stubbly cornfield but the
track was lost. He could not meet up to track
until after work the next day, and overnight it
rained all over everything for a few hours. No
blood was visible when the tracking team
arrived, but the hunter took Chrys to the hit
site and showed Juno the arrow and some
deer fur on the ground and off she led - the
same way the hunter had indicated he took the
night before, through the gravel pit, up the side
and to the cornfield- after this it was pure trust.

Her little nose down and her body slinky but
taut in concentration, Juno wove through the
brambles and saplings, and into someone’s
yard. Along the edge of the yard and onto a dirt
road- Here! They found clear prints and dark
drop spots of blood- Good girl, Juno! Crossing
the road, their trust in her supported, blood
drops were farther apart and smaller -hard to
see on the fallen maple leaves, which are often
red and yellow themselves. The hunter marked
each blood drop with a ribbon on the tree. This
deer was giving us less and less to go on till the
last pinhead of blood she could show us as
there track led up and along the side of the
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ridge. Still, Juno led us on but no further sign
was to be seen. The deer was climbing up a
steep ridge just fine apparently, and not
bleeding anymore when exertion would
predict a greater release of blood if the would
were serious. Chrys and the hunter consulted
after the half mile Juno had extended his track
beyond the point of loss and decided this buck
was a survivor and he’d probably see him
again in his stand.

interesting will benefit a tracking relationship
with your Kai or other Nihon Ken breed.
“The relationship between tracker and their
dog is special, it is not one of command and
obey. The dog is neither tool nor toy, you are
partners giving each other advice. Each brings
something to the work that other doesn't have
and cannot do alone.” These are the words of
Mr. John Jeanneney, the Papa Bear of tracking
dog for deer recovery in North America. For
more information on tracking wounded game,
Mr Jeanneney’s book is the best resource and
touches upon the differences in different breed
types for tracking training. “Tracking Dogs for
Finding Wounded Deer” is available at
www.born-to-track.com. and the National Club
for tracking is United Blood Trackers (UBT)
www.unitedbloodtrackers.org

Two other tracks were ‘called’ when Juno
tracked deer up to the line of property the
hunters didn’t have permission to go on,
though one of these was from a field, through
thick brambles (they found no blood but deer
hair caught in the thorns) right to a swift, deep
but not especially wide river that Juno threw
herself right in to swim across and stick with
that track!
Skills that make Kai a good tracker are their
keen interest in wild game, their agility and
willingness to navigate thick cover, rocks and
water crossings, and their close relationship
with their handler. In many states, tracking for
wounded game recovery is only legal on leash,
so fabulous off leash skills are not required.
Good socialization is important for any
tracking dog, as they must desire to commit to
the line wherever it goes, and not be
concerned about strange hunters following
them as they work. Persistence and drive are
attributes that Juno has above even some
other Kai, but suit this work well as she doesn’t
give up on a problem to solve. Shy dogs may
prefer scent work with less environmental
variability - deer tracking is an on-call, come
right away and perform thing- and dogs who
rapidly lose interest in contrived set ups may
find the training boring more quickly than a
dedicated tracking breed like bloodhounds or
dachshunds, so being creative, knowing your
dog and keeping the off season work
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A big congrats to the following Kai Ken and their owners:
●

Matsu (Yamabushi no Kanjiki Matsumori) and Juno (Yamabushi no Momiji Juno CGCA) represented the
breed at the Greenwich Kennel Club Open Show on 6-8-19.

●

Kurisu (Haiyaikaze’s Lab Member 0) did great at the IABCA 2019 Evergreen Summer Sieger on 6-15-19
and 6-16-19. She rated SG-1 (the highest rating a puppy can receive) for all five of her evaluations, won
Reserve Best in Show, placed Second in Group 5 times, and Third in Group 2 times. At the Pullyaup
Valley Dog Fanciers FSS Open Show Conformation on 7-6-19, Kurisu got First in Group and Best in
Show.

●

Sarchi (Mijikai no Musashi Sarchi-go) earned her CA (Coursing Aptitude) title for lure coursing
at UKC Premier on 6-14-19. Sarchi earned Best of Breed and a RUNN (Novice Sprinter) title for
Precision coursing at UKC Premier on 6-16-19.
Mijikai Yamabushi Toranokokisu won Best of Breed at the UKC Premier on 6-14-19
Sarchi and Hokkaido Ken Arashi visited a Montessori School to educate the kids and adults
about the breeds, training, and dog sports on 7-10-19.
Yamabushi no Yucca took Best in Breed at the UKC Premier on 6-16-19. She took Second in
Group and First in Group on 7-27-19, and then took third in group twice on 7-28-19 at the Ann
Arbor, MI UKC Show. She also took First In Group and Reserve Best in Show at the Peru, IN UKC
show on 8-3-19.

●
●
●
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●
●
●

Yako got her Fast Cat BCAT title on 8-18-2019.
Matsu represented the breed in a Czech hunting magazine (“Hunting World”) article written by
Katka Prazakova.
Yamabushi no Yucca also successfully passed her Public Access Test in July and is no longer a
Service Dog “in Training” but “official” through Pets for Vets program (training service dogs for
Veterans)

Upcoming Events and Club News
●

●
●
●

●
●
●

The Kai Ken Society of America sponsored the prize for the winner of FSS Group 1 at the
Greenwich Kennel Club Open Show. It was an Orvis dog blanket. Congrats to the winner,
Daisuke the Shikoku, owned by Samantha Walker!
The Des Moines Kennel Club is holding its fall show September 7-8, 2019, which will include
two open shows.
The NIPPO Classic East will be held September 20-21, 2019 at Purina Farms.
The Hampton Harvest Cluster in Virginia will be held September 26-30, 2019 at the Hampton
Roads Convention Center in Hampton, VA. There will be several open shows, heart and eye
clinics, AKC testing, and more.
The Golden Gate Kennel Club Open Show will be held January 24-25, 2020.
The book mentioned in our last issue, Appointment with Unreality, is now available to read in
paperback and on Amazon Kindle! Check it out here
We have two small banners available to lend around to club members representing at events.
One will rotate around the East coast/Gr. Lakes - contact Chrystal Cleary art@chryscleary.com
if you are going to something and want to use it- the other will lend out for the west coast,
contact Michelle Dokic to borrow that one. Return them to us when done or pass to the next
person!.
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About the Kai Ken Society of America
All are welcome to join the Kai Ken Society of America to connect with other Kai owners, mentors and
just folks to meet up with if going to a show, trial or event. Do you have expertise to share? Questions
to ask, or explore? The Kai Society is a nationwide community of owners and enthusiasts of Kai Ken,
and we enjoy learning more about the history of the breed, current Kai in the US and being
ambassadors for the breed as we learn more together. The KKSA has a relationship with the American
Kennel Club and is working toward fulfilling AKC’s requirements for Miscellaneous status for the
breed.
We celebrate Kai in all events and all leagues of play, as an AKC-aligned club we specifically encourage
registration of Kai with AKC to increase the breed’s formal representation and be counted, to open
doors within AKC for our breed, to support AKC as a non-profit, to reciprocate in our relationship with
AKC for working with us to recognize and accept KKA dogs and their progeny, and because AKC is fun
and beneficial in the events it offers, the education and resources AKC registration opens to all dogs
and their owners.
Kai Society members are here to help shepherd you through AKC papers if your KKA dog is not yet
registered with AKC. If your puppy came from the breeder with an AKC litter registration, completing
that is even easier and does a lot to help show AKC just how many Kai are here, and how invested our
owners are in their dogs, dog care and dog activities. Please join us!
Members may work on club committees- we are always looking for people to come own a piece of the
effort and pitch in as they are interested and able!- may run for club offices, may vote in club elections,
receive the quarterly newsletter The Tora, and be a part of discussions and recommendation-setting
in the club. Sometimes we make Kai swag, too. At this time, members have voted not to collect any
dues, so membership is free. All members, new and old, will get a spiffy Kai Society logo embroidered
patch in the mail- suitable to sew on a harness, a scarf, backpack or bag, or your canvas dog events
folding chair! We have a limited number of these- available until gone!
If you would like to join the Kai Ken Society of America, see the last page of this newsletter, or go
to www.kaisociety.org
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We want to hear from you!
If you have any ideas for the newsletter, announcements you want to see in the next issue, or general
feedback for us, contact us on Facebook! You’re awesome!
Resources
Check us out on the web at kaisociety.org for membership application, breed info, updates, and other
resources and info about our favorite breed!
ForumsNihon Ken Forum
Facebook GroupsKai Ken Owners
Kai Ken of the Pacific Northwest
KKSA Members
Need online training resources? Check out drsophiayin.com or dogtrainingrevolution.com
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